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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROB ABLE CONSEQUENCES h
IO I2| | (NP-33-82-43) On August 20, 1982 at 1655 hours, the containment to shield building |

|0 |3 | ] differential pressure reached a maximum of 25.2 inches of water, exceeding the Tech- |

|O |4 | | nical Specification limit (T.S. 3.6.1.4) of 25.0 inches water. The action statement |

I requirements were being met since the station was in mode 3 at the time of the oc- |0 s

0 s I currence. There was no danger to the health and safety of the public or to station | a

10|7|| personnel. The differential pressure of 25.2 inches of water (0.91 psig) represents |

| o f61 | only 2.5% of the Containment Vessel design pressura (36 psig). |
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
FtiOIl The cause is a design error in the Containment Purge System valves. The station has |

|1 11| | been committed to keeping these valves closed while in modes 1-4, due to design de- |

[i i 21 | ficiencies concerning their ability to close under accident conditions and the SFAS |

| i | 3 | | logic. The containment pressure was restored within limits by 1843 hours using four I

| containment vacuum relief valves. |i e
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-82-43

DATE OF EVENT: August 20, 1982

FACILITY: Davis-Besse Unit 1

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE: Containment to shield building differential pressure
high

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: The unit was in Mode 3 with Power (MWT) = 0 and
Load (Gross MWE) = 0.

Description of Occurrence: On Friday, August 20, 1982, the containment to shield
building differential pressure gradually increased during the process of heating
the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). By 1655 hours, control room gauge PDI645 had
reached a maximum of 25.2 inches of water, exceeding the Technical Specification
limit (T.S. 3.6.1.4) of 25.0 inches of water. The action statement of Technical
Specification 3.6.1.4 required the station to be within limits in one hour or to
be in hot standby within six hours and in cold shutdown within the following 30
hours. The plant was in hot standby at the time of the occurrence. At 1842
hours on the same day, check valves on each of four containment vacuum breakers
had been isolated and secured open. The motor operated valves on each of these
vacuum breakers were reopened and the containment pressure was within specifica-
tions by 1843 hours. At 1930 hours, the vacuum breakers were restored to normal
operation. Therefore, the action statement of Technical Specification 3.6.1.4 was

,

followed.'

Designation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence: The cause of the occurrence was a

| design error in the containment purge system valves. Normally, the containment
purge system would be used during plant heatup to vent the pressure due to expand-
ing air inside the containment vessel. Due to design deficiencies in the contain-
ment purge isolation valves concerning their ability to close under accident condi-
tions and concerning the Safety Features Actuation System (SFAS) logic, the station
has been committed to keeping the valves closed while in Modes 1 through 4. The
increase in containment pressure during previous startups had been handled by vent-
ing containment pressure through the hydrogen dilution system exhaust, but during
this startup, the venting flow was not sufficient. RCS pressure and temperature
were slightly elevated during this startup for scheduled piping inspections and
some mirror type insulation was removed. Such conditions may have slightly contri-

[ buted to the containment pressure rise due to additional heating of the containment
!

air.
,

Analysis of Occurrence: There was no danger to the health and safety of the public
| or to station personnel. The containment vessel design pressure is 36 psig and the
; containment vessel is pneumatically tested to 1.25 times design pressure (45 psig).

|
The "high" differential pressure of 25.2 inches of water (0.91 psig) represents
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DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE
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only 2.5% of design pressure. In the unlikely event of the worst loss of coolant
2accident for containment internal pressure, a 14.14 ft hot leg split, the con-

tainment internal pressure could rise by 34.7 psig (updated Safety Analysis Report,
Revision 0, 7/82). This pressure increase is based on the reactor being at 100% '

power, therefore, the pressure increases during a LOCA at the above conditions
would probably be lower. Accordingly, adding the pressure which was reached on
August 20, 1982, the maximum containment pressure would have been no more than
35.6 psig. Therefore, the structural integrity of the containment vessel would
not have been challenged by any circumstances related to the subject of this report.

Corrective Action: Two items in the containment purge system should be resolved.
One item is the valve manufacturer's study which concluded that containment purge
isolation valves CV5005 through CV5008 may not be able to close from a fully open
position under some loss of coolant accident conditions. This problem will be
remedied by limiting valve opening with mechanical stops, which are being installed
under Facility Change Request 79-434A. The other deficiency concerning containment
purge isolation logic is currently under study and may be resolved by installing an
SFAS block inhibit for the containment purge valves. Work will~ continue on these
concerns so that the containment purge system may be used as intended, alleviating
operational difficulties and preventing recurrences of the subject report.

Failure Data: Previous occurrences of the containment to sheild building differ-
ential pressure exceeding the Technical pecification limit were reported in
Licensee Event Reports NP-33-77-81 and NP-33-78-100 (78-083).
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